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Abstract. With the rapid growth of Location-Based Social Networks,
personalized Points of Interest (POIs) recommendation has become a
critical task to help users explore their surroundings. Due to the scarcity
of check-in data, the availability of geographical information offers an op-
portunity to improve the accuracy of POI recommendation. Moreover,
matrix factorization methods provide effective models which can be used
in POI recommendation. However, there are two main challenges which
should be addressed to improve the performance of POI recommendation
methods. First, leveraging geographical information to capture both the
user’s personal, geographic profile and a location’s geographic popular-
ity. Second, incorporating the geographical model into the matrix factor-
ization approaches. To address these problems, a POI recommendation
method is proposed in this paper based on a Local Geographical Model,
which considers both users’ and locations’ points of view. To this end, an
effective geographical model is proposed by considering the user’s main
region of activity and the relevance of each location within that region.
Then, the proposed local geographical model is fused into the Logistic
Matrix Factorization to improve the accuracy of POI recommendation.
Experimental results on two well-known datasets demonstrate that the
proposed approach outperforms other state-of-the-art POI recommenda-
tion methods.
Keywords: Point-of-Interest · Contextual Information · Recommender
Systems · Location-based Social Networks.
1 Introduction
With the spread of smartphones and other mobile devices, Location-Based Social
Networks (LBSNs) have become very popular. Therefore, LBSNs are receiving
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considerable attention not only for users but also from academia and industry.
In LBSNs, users can share their experiences via check-ins to Points of Interests
(POIs) about locations5 where they have visited, such as restaurants, tourists
spots and stores. Generally, the main task of POI recommendation is to recom-
mend new and interesting POIs to users leading to improve the users’ experience.
Much research has addressed POI recommendation by employing traditional
recommendation methods such as Matrix Factorization (MF). MF obtains users’
and POIs’ latent factors based on the user-location frequency matrix, which
shows the number of check-ins of users to POIs [8,13]. Due to the lack of check-
in data, the MF-based POI recommendation methods suffer from data sparsity
problem [1,2,14,19]. This problem refers to the sparsity of the user-POI matrix
because the users mainly provide a few check-ins in their history. To address this
problem and improve the accuracy of POI recommendation, other contextual
information such as geographical, temporal, and categorical have been incorpo-
rated in the recommendation process [8,16,3]. The analysis of users’ behavior
indicates that geographical information has a higher impact on users’ prefer-
ence than other contextual information [18,22,6]. As a consequence, several POI
recommendation methods have been proposed considering the geographical con-
text [8,11,12,21]. However, the past work has considered geographical context
only from the user’s point of view, that is, the geographical influence is based
on the distance between the user’s location and POIs [8,11,12,21].
In this paper, we propose a new POI recommendation method which takes
the geographical context from both users’ and locations’ perspectives to provide
an effective geographical model. To this end, the user’s high activity region is
considered as the user’s point of view for the proposed model. Furthermore, to
model the location’s point of view, we assume that the more check-ins around an
unvisited POI, the less relevant this POI should be for recommendation. More-
over, the proposed geographical model is fused as a novel matrix factorization
framework to improve the accuracy of recommendations. For this purpose, the
proposed model is added to the logistic matrix factorization approach to pro-
pose a novel geographical-based POI recommendation. Experimental results on
two real-world datasets demonstrate that considering the proposed geographical
model into the matrix factorization approach achieves higher performance com-
pared to other POI recommendation methods. This paper’s contributions can
be summarized as follows:
– A new geographical model is proposed that considers both of the users’ and
the locations’ perspectives.
– A novel POI recommendation approach is proposed by fusing the geograph-
ical model into the logistic matrix factorization approach.
– The sparsity problem is addressed in the proposed method by modeling the
geographical influence as an important contextual information.
– Several experiments are conducted on two well-known datasets demonstrat-
ing the improvement of the proposed method in the accuracy of POI recom-
mendation compared to other state-of-the-art approaches.
5 In this paper, we use the terms location and POI interchangeably with locations.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section intro-
duces relevant prior work on POI recommendation and contextual information.
Section 3 gives a detailed introduction about modeling geographical information
based on users’ and locations’ points of view. We conduct experiments and the
results are presented in Sect. 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec. 5.
2 Related Work
POI recommendation approaches mainly applies two types of techniques, includ-
ing memory-based and model-based collaborative filtering into recommendation
process. Memory-based approaches use users’ check-in data in POI recommenda-
tion to predict users’ preferences. One of the most important problems of these
methods is data sparsity when a large number of elements in check-in data are
empty (i.e. they do not provide any information) [14,16]. On the other hand,
several previous research is based on model-based approaches such as matrix
factorization to improve the accuracy and scalability of POI recommendation
[10]. However, since there are a lot of available locations and a single user can
visit only a few of them, CF-based approaches often suffer from data sparsity.
As a consequence, the user-item matrix of CF becomes very sparse, leading to
poor performance in cases where there is no signicant association between users
and items. Many studies have tried to address the data sparsity problem of CF
by incorporating additional information into the model [8,19].
Furthermore, check-in data often include several significant contextual in-
formation such as geographical, temporal, categorical, and textual and matrix
factorization methods attempt to consider such information to improve the qual-
ity of recommendations [4,5,15,17]. Rahmani et al. [17] propose a POI embed-
ding model, CATAPE, that take into account the characteristics of POI by POI
categories. CATAPE consists of two modules, Check-in module and Category
module, to incorporate the user’s sequence behaviour and location’s properties.
It has been shown that geographical context is an important factor which con-
siders location changes of users between POIs [16]. Past research has addressed
how to model this type of information in recommendation process [8,14,19]. Ye et
al. [19], showed that POIs visited by the users follow the Power-law Distribution
(PD) when the geographical information is considered. Moreover, they proposed
a memory-based CF method which suffers from a scalability problem about large-
scale data. Cheng et al. [8] proved that users’ check-ins revolve around multiple
centers which are captured using a Multi-center Gaussian Model (MGM). Li et
al. [14] considered the task of POI recommendation as to the problem of pair-
wise ranking, where they exploited the geographical information using an extra
factor matrix. Zhang et al. [21] proposed a method that considered the geograph-
ical influence on each user separately. To this end, a model is proposed based on
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) of the distance distributions between POIs
checked-in by each user. Yuan et al. [20] addressed the data sparsity problem
assuming that users tend to rank higher the POIs that are geographically closer
to the one that they have already visited.
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More recently, Aliannejadi et al. [7] propose a two-phase collaborative rank-
ing algorithm for POI recommendation. They push POIs with single or multiple
check-ins at the top of the recommendation list, taking into account the geo-
graphical influence of POIs in the same neighborhood. They show that both
visited, and unvisited POIs in the learning alleviates the sparsity problem. Guo
et al. [12] proposed a Location neighborhood-aware Weighted Matrix Factor-
ization (L-WMF) model that incorporate the geographical relationships among
POIs to exploit the geographical characteristics from a location perspective.
The previous approaches mainly explored the geographical information from
a user’s perspective. In comparison to the other POI recommendation models,
the method proposed in this paper is based on combining the users’ and locations’
points of view into a better geographical information model. To this end, the
distance between users and POIs (from the user’s point of view) and the check-in
frequency on neighboring POIs (from the location’s point of view) are used in
the proposed model. Moreover, we address data sparsity taking into account the
influence of POIs’ neighbors in the recommendation strategy of our model.
3 Proposed Method
This section presents the proposed POI recommendation method called Local
Geographical based Logistic Matrix Factorization (LGLMF). LGLMF consists of
two main steps. In the first step, a Local Geographical Model (LGM) is proposed
based on both users’ and locations’ points of view. Then, in the second step, the
LGM is fused into a Logistic Matrix Factorization (LMF) approach. The fused
matrix factorization model is used to predict the users’ preferences. The details of
the main steps of the proposed method are provided in the following subsections.
3.1 Local Geographical Model
In this section, the proposed local geographical model is introduced. Let U =
{u1, u2, u3, ..., um} be the set of users and P = {p1, p2, p3, ..., pn} be the set of
POIs in a typical LBSN. Then, let C ∈ Rm×n be a user-POI check-in frequency
matrix with m users and n POIs. The value cup ∈ C show the check-in frequency
of user u to the POI p. Then, the task of personalized top-N POI recommendation
problem is formally defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Top-N POI Recommendation). Given a user-POI check-
in frequency matrix C and a set of POIs Pu ⊆ P that have been visited by
the user u, identify X = {p1, p2, ..., pN}, a set of POIs ordered based on the
probability of a user’s visit in the future such that |X | ≤ N and X ∩ Pu = ∅.
The proposed geographical model captures the geographical influence of both
users’ and locations’ points of view. From the user’s point of view, the geograph-
ical information can be modeled by considering the user’s activity region. On the
other hand, from the location’s point of view, the geographical information can
be modeled as the number of check-ins on the neighbors of a selected POI. There-
fore, it can be indicated how agreeable a location is relative to its neighbors. The
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pseudo code of the proposed LGM is presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is
composed of three inner loops to model the geographical information, the first
two loops model the user’s region (lines 2− 5) and the third loop calculates the
probability of a user preferring a POI within a neighborhood, considering the
visits to its neighboring POIs (lines 6− 10). For modeling the user’s region, we
need to find each user’s high activity location (in the real world, this could be the
user’s residence region). To this end, the user’s most frequently checked-in POI
is taken to infer his/her high activity location (line 1). Then, we scan the list
of unvisited POIs to find those that fall in the same region (in-region) for that
user, that is laying within α kilometers from the user’s high activity location (the
user’s perspective) (line 5). Moreover, based on in-region POIs for each user, we
consider the impact of checked-in neighboring POIs, whose distance is less than
γ meters from the unvisited POIs (the location’s perspective) (line 7− 10). The
POI locality is defined as follows:
Definition 2 (POI Locality). Given a set of POIs P = {p1, p2, ..., pn},
each pi (pi ∈ P ) has a POI Locality with respect to user u denoted as p
u
i (Eq.
1), which is the user u′s preference on POI pi relative to its neighbors.
pui = 1−
Lup
|Pu|
(1)
Here, Lup denotes the number of neighbors of pi visited by user u. Also, |P
u| is
the cardinality of the set of POIs that user u has visited.
3.2 Constructing the Matrix Factorization Model
Traditional recommender systems (RSs) mainly rely on explicit feedback data
as input. The explicit feedback data includes the preferences of users about the
existing items. For example, in Netflix, users can express their preferences about
movies by providing star ratings. Frequently, explicit feedback data does not
exist in LBSNs. Therefore, check-in data can be considered as implicit feedback
data for RSs, forming a different recommendation problem [13].
C.C. Johnson in [13] previously proposed a Logistic Matrix Factorization
(LMF) model, achieving a significant result with the implicit feedback dataset
of Spotify music. The LMF takes a probabilistic approach that models the prob-
ability of a user’s preference on an item by a logistic function. However, LMF
fails to consider contextual information into the recommendation process. In
this section, a novel matrix factorization method is proposed based on LMF by
considering the proposed LGM as additional contextual information. Generally,
the aim of MF-based recommendation is to find two low-rank matrices including
the user-factors matrix V ∈ Rm×k and item-factors matrix L ∈ Rm×k where k
is the number of latent factors such that the inner product of these two matrices
approximate matrix Cˆ, i.e. Cˆ = V × LT . Each row of V (vu ∈ V ) represents a
user’s vector of user’s behaviour and each row of L (lp ∈ L) represents the act
of item’s properties.
Suppose eu,p denotes the number of check-ins by user u on POI p (user u
prefers POI p), and the parameters V and L are two latent factors for users
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Algorithm 1: The Proposed Local Geographical Model
Input : U, P, α, γ
Output: user-POI preference matrix Mˆ
/* Mˆ is a U × P matrix, and all elements are intialized by 0. */
1 HAL ← Find each user’s high activity location
/* User’s most frequently checked-in POI is taken as HAL */
2 foreach u ∈ U do
3 foreach p ∈ P do
4 if p /∈ Pu then
5 if distance(p, HALu) < α then
6 foreach pu ∈ Pu do
7 if distance(p, pu) < γ then
8 Lup ← L
u
p + 1
9 end
10 Mˆ [u, p]← 1−
Lu
p
|Pu|
(Eq. 1)
11 end
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 return Mˆ
and POIs, respectively. Also, consider βu and βp as user bias and POI bias. The
probability P (eup|vu, lp, βu, βp) is defined to represent the preference of user u
on POI p as follows:
P (eup|vu, lp, βu, βp) =
exp(vul
T
p + βu + βp)
1 + exp(vulTp + βu + βp)
(2)
Moreover, the parameters V , L, and β can be learned by solving the following
optimization problems:
arg maxV,L,β logP (V, L, β|C) (3)
where logP (V, L, β|C) is defined as follows:
∑
u,p
αcup(vul
T
p + βu + βp)− (1 + αcup)log(1+
exp(vul
T
p + βu + βp))−
λ
2
||vu||
2 −
λ
2
||lp||
2
(4)
Finally, we fuse the proposed LGM (i.e., Alg. 1) into the matrix factorization
method. Therefore, the probability of a user u visiting a POI p can be calculated
as follows:
Preferenceup = P (eup|vu, lp, βu, βp)× Mˆ(u, p) (5)
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where P (eup|vu, lp, βu, βp) is calculated by Eq. 2 and Mˆ(u, p) is calculated
by Alg. 1. A list of POI recommendations can be provided for each user by using
the proposed probability function (i.e. Eq. 5). It should be noted that, differently
from the LMF method, the proposed LGLMF model considers the contextual
information into the recommendation process by fusing the proposed LGM.
4 Experiments
In this section, several experiments are conducted to compare the performance
of LGLMF with the other POI recommendation methods. The details of the
experiments are discussed in the following subsections.
4.1 Experimental Settings
Datasets. We evaluated the algorithms using two real-world check-in datasets6
collected from Gowalla and Foursquare [16]. Gowalla includes check-ins from
February 2009 to October 2010, while Foursquare includes check-in data from
April 2012 to September 2013. Each check-in contains a user, a POI (latitude
and longitude), and the check-in timestamp. Users with less than 15 check-in
POIs and POIs with less than ten visitors have been removed from Gowalla. On
the other hand, users with less than ten check-in POIs and also POIs with less
than ten visitors have been removed from Foursquare. The statistical details of
the datasets are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Statistics of the evaluation datasets
Datasets #Users #POIs #Check-ins Sparsity
Gowalla 5,628 31,803 620,683 99.78%
Foursquare 7,642 28,483 512,523 99.87%
Evaluation Metrics. Three ranking-based evaluation metrics including Pre@N
(Precision at N), Rec@N (Recall at N), and nDCG@N with N ∈ {10, 20} are
used to evaluate the performance of the recommendation methods. Pre@N refers
to the ratio of recovered POIs to the N recommended POIs and rec@N refers to
the ratio of recovered POIs to the number of POIs predicted by the recommen-
dation model. Moreover, nDCG@N is a measure to indicate the ranking quality
of the recommendation models. We partition each dataset into training data,
validation data, and test data. For each user, we use the earliest 70% check-ins
as the training data, the most recent 20% check-ins as the test data and the
6 http://spatialkeyword.sce.ntu.edu.sg/eval-vldb17/
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remaining 10% as the validation data. We determine the statistically signifi-
cant differences using the two-tailed paired t-test at a 95% confidence interval
(p < 0.05).
Comparison Methods. The proposed LGLMF model is compared with the
POI recommendation approaches that consider geographical influence in the
recommendation process. Moreover, the POI recommendation models which are
based on the geographical information from the locations’ points of view are
considered in the experiments. The details of the compared methods are listed
as follows:
– LMF [13]: A Logistic Matrix Factorization method that incorporates a lo-
gistic function.
– PFMMGM [8]: A method based on the observation that user’s check-in
around several centers, that applies Multi-center Gaussian Model (MGM)
to study user’s behavior.
– LRT [9]: A model that incorporates temporal information in a latent ranking
model and learns the user’s preferences to locations at each time slot.
– PFMPD: A method using the Power-law Distribution [19] that model people
tend to visit nearby POIs. We integrate this model with the Probabilistic
Factor Model (PFM).
– LMFT [18]: A method that considers a user’s recent activities as more impor-
tant than their past activities and multiple visits to a location, as indicates
of a stronger preference for that location.
– iGLSR7 [21]: A method that personalizes social and geographical influence
on location recommendation using a Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) ap-
proach.
– L-WMF [12]: A location neighborhood-aware weighted probabilistic matrix
factorization (L-WMF) model that incorporates the geographical relation-
ships among POIs into the WMF as regularization to exploit the geographical
characteristics from a location perspective.
– LGLMF8: Our proposed method that fused LMF with the proposed local
geographical model.
Parameter Settings. For the baseline methods, the parameters are initialized
as reported in the corresponding papers. We set the latent factors parameter as
k = 30 for LMF, PFM, L-WMF. For PFGMGM, we set the distance threshold d
to 15 and the frequency control parameter α to 0.2 based on the original paper.
For LRT, we set T as temporal states to 24 and the α and β as regularization
parameters to 2.0. We tune the LGLMF parameters based on the validation
data. We find the optimal values for the parameters using the validation data
and use them in the test data.
7 We evaluate iGLSR only on Gowalla as we do not have access to the social data of
the Foursquare dataset.
8 https://github.com/rahmanidashti/LGLMF
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Table 2: Performance comparison with baselines in terms of Pre@k, Rec@k, and
nDCG@k for k ∈ {10, 20} on Gowalla and Foursquare. The superscript † denotes
significant improvements compared to baselines (p < 0.05).
Dataset Method
Metrics
Pre@10 Pre@20 Rec@10 Rec@20 nDCG@10 nDCG@20
Gowalla
LMF 0.0328 0.0272 0.0325 0.0534 0.0167 0.0159
PFMMGM 0.0240 0.0207 0.0258 0.0442 0.0140 0.01440
LRT 0.0249 0.0182 0.0220 0.0321 0.0105 0.0093
PFMPD 0.0217 0.0184 0.0223 0.0373 0.0099 0.0101
LMFT 0.0315 0.0269 0.0303 0.0515 0.0157 0.0150
iGLSR 0.0297 0.0242 0.0283 0.0441 0.0153 0.0145
L-WMF 0.0341 0.0296 0.0351 0.0582 0.0183 0.0178
LGLMF 0.0373† 0.0317† 0.0383† 0.0629† 0.0212† 0.0208†
Foursquare
LMF 0.0228 0.0189 0.0342 0.0565 0.0136 0.0148
PFMMGM 0.0170 0.0150 0.0283 0.0505 0.0109 0.0126
LRT 0.0199 0.0155 0.0265 0.0425 0.0117 0.0124
PFMPD 0.0214 0.0155 0.0290 0.0426 0.0124 0.0128
LMFT 0.0241 0.0194 0.0359 0.0568 0.0150 0.0161
L-WMF 0.0248 0.0197 0.0387 0.0591 0.0162 0.0174
LGLMF 0.0266 0.0213† 0.0424† 0.0678† 0.0175 0.0192†
4.2 Performance Comparison
Table 2 shows the results of experiments based on the Gowalla and Foursquare
datasets. As you can see from these results, LGLMF obtains higher accuracy than
the other POI recommendation methods based on both of the datasets. There-
fore, it can be concluded that incorporating the contextual information into the
matrix factorization leads to improve the quality of POI recommendation. In
comparison to PFMPD, PFMMGM, and iGLSR as the three basic approaches
in modeling the geographical influence, LGLMF achieves better results for both
datasets based on all metrics. Among these baselines, iGLSR performs better.
This is because iGLSR models geographical influence based on each user’s be-
havior. It should be noted that previous models only consider the user’s point
of view for the geographical influence. Also, our proposed model outperforms
the L-WMF that is state-of-the-art model that uses location’s prospective geo-
graphical information. Compared to the state-of-the-art method, L-WMF, the
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Fig. 1: Effect of different model parameters on the performance of LGLMF
improvements in terms Rec@20 and nDCG@20 on Gowalla are 8% and 15%,
respectively. Therefore, the results confirm the effectiveness of our LGM model,
which considers both of the users’ and the locations’ points of view in modeling
the geographical influence.
Impact of number of visited POIs. Table 3 shows Rec@20 and nDCG@20 of
all models based on different percentages of POIs that each user has visited in the
training data. These results indicate that LGLMF achieves the highest accuracy
in comparison to the other recommendation models for different number of POIs.
Therefore, it is shown that LGLMF can address the sparsity problem where
the training data is not enough to provide reliable recommendations. Also, we
observe a more robust behavior of LGLMF compared to the baselines. Thus, the
proposed local geographical model enables LGLMF to deal with noise and data
sparsity effectively. This is clearer when LGLMF outperforms other methods
with a larger margin in terms of Rec@20.
Impact of α and γ. Figure 1 shows the performance of LGLMF based on
different values of α and γ. In Figure 1a, the effect of different α values on
the performance of LGLMF is reported based on Rec@20 metric. As you can
see from these results, the optimal value of α for both Gowalla and Foursquare
datasets is 20. Figure 1b shows the effect of different γ values on the performance
of LGLMF based on Gowalla and Foursquare. It can be seen that the optimal
value of γ for both datasets is 10. These results show that users tend to visit
near locations and they make a region from their high activity location.
Model flexibility. Our proposed geographical model can be easily fused to
other POI recommendation models to improve their prediction quality. As shown
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Table 3: Effect on Rec@20 and nDCG@20 of different number of POIs that users
visited as training data on Gowalla and Foursquare. The superscript † denotes
significant improvements compared to all baselines (p < 0.05).
Dataset Method
Rec@20 nDCG@20
40% 60% 80% 40% 60% 80%
Gowalla
LMF 0.0205 0.0333 0.0455 0.0058 0.0095 0.0129
PFMMGM 0.0350 0.0376 0.0414 0.0094 0.0107 0.0120
LRT 0.0014 0.0318 0.0300 0.0003 0.0098 0.0083
PFMPD 0.0235 0.0323 0.0346 0.0064 0.0093 0.0088
LMFT 0.0205 0.0321 0.0426 0.0057 0.0088 0.0119
iGLSR 0.0317 0.0357 0.0405 0.0097 0.0105 0.0128
L-WMF 0.0382 0.0435 0.0471 0.0099 0.0110 0.0142
LGLMF 0.0479† 0.0533† 0.0580† 0.0137† 0.0158† 0.0187†
Foursquare
LMF 0.0180 0.0266 0.0442 0.0048 0.0073 0.0122
PFMMGM 0.0451 0.0466 0.0491 0.0097 0.0107 0.0120
LRT 0.0402 0.0434 0.0438 0.0118 0.0125 0.0125
PFMPD 0.0371 0.0389 0.0412 0.0117 0.0119 0.0124
LMFT 0.0180 0.0288 0.0418 0.0049 0.0077 0.0112
L-WMF 0.0473 0.0492 0.0537 0.0119 0.0131 0.0142
LGLMF 0.0500† 0.0578† 0.0660† 0.0126 0.0154† 0.0189†
in Table 4, the proposed local geographical model is added to other models to
show its impact on accuracy improvement. To this end, the proposed model is
added to the LRT and PFM methods, and their performances are compared
with the original models. Table 4 indicates that our geographical model has a
positive impact on the performance of other POI recommendation models.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel Local Geographical model for POI recommen-
dation to consider both users’ and locations’ point of view of geographical infor-
mation. We incorporated the user’s preference by Logistic Matrix Factorization
and proposed a fused matrix factorization method to include the geographical
information captured by our proposed Local Geographical model. Experimen-
tal results on two well-known datasets showed that the proposed method out-
performs other state-of-the-art approaches through leveraging more conditions
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Table 4: Comparison of model flexibility with the related baselines in terms of
Pre@20, Rec@20, and nDCG@20 on Gowalla and Foursquare. The superscript
† denotes significant improvements compared to related baselines (p < 0.05).
Method
Gowalla Foursquare
Pre@20 Rec@20 nDCG@20 Pre@20 Rec@20 nDCG@20
PFMPD 0.0184 0.0373 0.0101 0.0155 0.0426 0.0128
PFMMGM 0.0207 0.0442 0.0144 0.0150 0.0505 0.0126
PFMLGM 0.0309† 0.0588† 0.0197 0.0198† 0.0639† 0.0193
LRT 0.0182 0.0321 0.0093 0.0155 0.0425 0.0124
LRTLGM 0.0330† 0.0616† 0.0224† 0.0230† 0.0717† 0.0234†
in the geographical information than competitive models. Also, in Sec. 4.2, we
showed that LGM can be joint to other model and improve their recommendation
process. Our future work will investigate how to incorporate other contextual
information to our model like for example social and temporal information.
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